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Interoperability between devices, software and other resources is essential for the
emergence of smart spaces. The different levels of interoperability are discussed
together with the importance of a common language for the devices. Semantic
interoperability in resource limited devices is also elaborated and an implementation example is given. Context recognition has taken significant technical steps and
matured from laboratory to real world applications during last couple of years. This
development from recognising user’s physical activity – sitting, walking, running
– to more elaborate life pattern analysis is discussed. Development of VTT Node, a
wireless sensing and processing device bringing distributed intelligence into industrial condition monitoring is explained. An overview of how existing near field communication antennas and circuits can double for the purpose of wireless charging is
given. Finally, the interesting possibilities given by augmented and mixed reality and
3D cameras are introduced.
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This publication describes some of the research highlights achieved in the focus
areas of the Open Smart Spaces spearhead programme 2009–2012: interoperability, smartness, and natural interaction.
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Foreword

In 2008, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland saw two major reasons for preparing and
starting a four-year spearhead programme in
the ICT area. The first reason was technology
related, while the second was industry and
business related.
A major change in the way electronic
and digital technologies influence our everyday lives was anticipated. While the web
revolution headed by Google and social media
applications was going on, an even more profound trend was seen in emerging ubiquitous
computing. It means literally computing everywhere; processing, communicating, sensing,
and human computer interaction capabilities, not only in conventional computers but
also in cars, houses, appliances, mechanical
machines, and even in every-day objects. Scientists and visionaries used words such as
calm computing, pervasive computing, ambient intelligence, and, of course, ubiquitous
computing to describe the possibilities created by the advances in technology and the
pro-tech attitudes of the public. The expectations were crystallised in the Global Trends
2025 report, a document prepared by the U.S.
National Intelligence Council every four years.
In this report, ubiquitous computing was
named as the most probable and important
technology trend to be expected before 2025.
The mobile communications industry,
the Nokia cluster, dominated the Finnish ICT
industry in sovereign terms for almost twenty
years. It had become the largest exporter, the
innovation engine, and even the source of

national pride and identity. In 2008, that was
about to change. Another company was taking the role of trendsetter in high-end phones,
while Korean and Chinese competitors were
pressing the profit margins in low and midrange phones, and new players entered the
mobile network and base station business.
These two developments led us to think
that new openings are needed to ensure the
future of the Finnish ICT industry. Openness
and smartness in our every-day environment
were seen as the cornerstones of ubiquitous computing, and hence the “Open Smart
Spaces” spearhead programme (OPENS)
was launched to strengthen VTT’s competencies and offering in the field. VTT already had
a good scientific and technological base in
ubiquitous computing developed in preceding
programmes and projects since the turn of the
millennium. Only by mastering the technology
and applications of ubiquitous computing can
VTT help Finnish industry and society to benefit from the opportunities opened by the new
technology trend and to be prepared for the
radical changes in the mobile industry cluster. The OPENS programme was launched in
January 2009 with the following three major
topics: interoperability, smartness, and natural
interaction.
The OPENS programme ran from the
beginning of 2009 until the end of 2012.
The programme comprised more than one
hundred projects, most of them funded by
competitive public sources (EU, Tekes – the
Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and
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The three major topic of the OPENS spearhead programme and examples of steps taken.
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Innovation) and companies. The volume of
the programme was about 38 million euros,
and it incorporated some 300 person years.
Its results include solutions, applications, and
concepts developed for customer companies;
three spin-offs, namely Adfore, Hookie, and
SixStarz; initiation of NFC wireless charging
standardisation; development of a powerful
sensing and computing device, the VTT Node;
more than one hundred inventions and twohundred and seventy scientific and technical
publications (see the information box at the
end of this publication for more details).
The world around us changed a lot during the four-year life span of the programme.
Ubiquitous computing technologies made
big steps in areas like location-based services, situation-aware applications, smart
homes, natural user interaction, and mixed
reality – think about the new games based
on 3D cameras. The disruption to the Finnish mobile communications industry has
been even more profound and faster than we
expected in 2008. The results of the OPENS
programme were directly used by companies
in various fields of industry and services. Solutions developed for context awareness, mixed
reality, and sensor-based 3D modelling of our
surroundings opened novel application fields
and helped companies to create new businesses. Intelligent sensors and interoperability
solutions are used by companies to enhance
their processes and productivity.
Now, we are looking towards digitalisation of the world, and the concept of the
Internet of Things is bringing physical and digital tightly together. The Internet of Things will
be a technology disruption like the telegraph,
telephone, automatic data processing, and
web. It will change our world and offer opportunities for new business, while at the same
time challenging and making redundant old
practices and business models. VTT sees IoT
technology as a means to increase productivity and thus tackle the big challenges facing
Europe. We seek industrial and research
partners who share our will to embrace the
opportunity.
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This publication describes some of the research highlights achieved in the focus areas of the
programme: interoperability, smartness, and natural interaction.
Interoperability between devices, software, and other resources is essential for the emergence
of smart spaces. Our work on this challenge is described in two articles. The first article discusses
the different levels of interoperability and emphasises how important it is that the devices in smart
spaces can communicate using a common language, that is, on a semantic level. The second
article addresses semantic interoperability in resource limited devices and gives an implementation example. It also introduces the universal identification system that makes it possible to assign
a digital identity to every single object or thing one can imagine.
Context recognition has taken significant technical steps and has matured from laboratory to
real world applications during the last couple of years. This development from recognising a user’s
physical activity – sitting, walking, running – to more elaborate life pattern analysis is described in
the article Context recognition methods bring awareness to mobile devices.
Development of the VTT Node, a wireless sensing and processing device that brings distributed intelligence to industrial condition monitoring, is explained in Reforming industrial condition
monitoring by high performance wireless sensing and data processing.
An overview of how near-field communication antennas and circuits, today used, for example, in touch-free payment applications, can double for the purpose of wireless charging is given
in the next article.
Finally, a group of articles introduce us to the interesting possibilities given by augmented
and mixed reality and 3D cameras. The applications are not limited to natural human computer
interfaces, but include 3D awareness for robots and other digitally controlled systems.
More examples of the results of the OPENS programme can be found in Ubiquitous technologies in business and everyday life, a link to which can be found at the end of the foreword.
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Smart spaces arise from interoperation

Eila Ovaska
Research Professor
eila.ovaska@vtt.fi
In the future, smart spaces like smart homes
will provide a seamless way of connecting
entities, sharing semantic data, and adapting services and applications in dynamically
changing environments. For example, a
user’s authentication to smart house services
depends on his role and intent and the internal
digital state of the space.
Moreover, applications and services of
smart spaces can be created at run-time, when
all factors that influence the service creation
are known or can be anticipated. Predictive
behaviour based on semantic information provides many opportunities for improving user
experience. This kind of predictive capability
makes smart space applications able to serve
users in a personalised way, without their
active demand to be served.
The opening of the data on the public
environment encourages ordinary citizens to
participate in the development of innovative
services for public spaces such as smart cities and schools. These kinds of public spaces
provide an opportunity and facilities for ordinary people to act as service creators. More
often, this is happening through social communities where volunteers are committed to
service co-creation for expressing their values
and intents.
Motivations for smart spaces are to support context-based prediction and ultimately
provide the right information when and where
needed, even if not explicitly requested, with a
content and format optimally adapted to the
user’s situation and profile. Sharing information and its meaning is required for making
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applications able to proactively adapt their
behaviour according to the context of the
smart space and its users.
Smart spaces are built around uniquely
identifiable objects that can interoperate and
that are virtually represented in a semanticweb-like structure. Primarily, the research on
smart environments was focused on interconnecting physical objects, but thereafter
the focus has been enlarged to cover logical
entities. Thus, the object in the semantic web
can mean any entity that can have a unique
identifier, such as a person, device, system,
or data.

What makes smart spaces
interoperate?
Over the past few years, interoperability
research at VTT has focused on smart homes,
smart cities, and smart personal spaces.
Design principles, such as context management, simplicity, evolvability, and scalability,
guide what kind of architecture and software
make devices and systems interoperate.
Information is used as a means of integrating
separately developed devices, services, and
applications. Thus, the exchanged information
shares the same meaning and leads to the
shared goal of operation.
Alignment of shared information is
achieved by standard semantics defined by
ontologies, for example, the context ontology for smart spaces. The core part of the
development of interoperable smart spaces
is semantic information brokers that store and
interpret the exchanged data and activate the

relevant actions of software agents according
to the rules available in the same storage.
Due to the dynamic nature of smart
spaces, applications need to be adaptive.
Adaptation is made automatically by the
inherent reasoning agents that interpret the
data collected from different sources (sensors, devices, and systems) within the smart
space. Adaptation can also be made semiautomatically, as an end-user creates a new
application by merging semantic information
from different smart spaces via a specific enduser programming tool. For example, the user
mashes up information on a personal space
and a car space and configures the created
application for the purpose in hand.
In order to create a smart space, the following solutions are required:
• design principles for interoperable ubiquitous devices and systems
• alignment of shared information by
ontologies, for defining generic and
domain-specific concepts of smart
spaces
• service broker architecture for sharing
semantic information
• tooling for developing cross-domain
smart space applications.

Interoperability model and design
principles for smart spaces
Interoperability appears at all levels in smart
spaces (Figure 1) [1]. Connection interoperability makes objects exchange signals,
for example by means of cable, Bluetooth,
and wi-fi. Thus, connection interoperability
is a prerequisite for communication interoperability that enables to exchange data
by providing low level interaction capabilities of hardware and software entities. Data
formats, SOAP, XML and NFC tagging are
examples of the means used on the communication interoperability level. The next
level called semantic interoperability aims
at understanding the meaning of data and
using information as an object of integration
without knowledge what for the information

Figure 1. Each interoperability level has a
specific purpose.
is used. RDF Schema, semantic web technologies and ontologies are used as means
of achieving semantic interoperability. These
three interoperability levels create infrastructure services exploited on the two upper
levels that are responsible for providing
means for dynamic and behavioural interoperation of smart spaces. Therefore, dynamic
interoperability deals with context changes
and uses events as objects of integration.
Typical technologies used are modelling and
ontology languages such as OWL and UML.
Behavioural interoperability uses domain
specific frameworks as means of integrat-
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Figure 2. Smartness is achieved by situation-based adaptation of applications.

ing actions and processes together in a way
that fulfils the goal of a smart space application. Thus, dynamic interoperability defines
and aligns the situation of an application and
the behavioural interoperability level completes the actions of the applications with its
dependences on other applications and processes. Conceptual interoperability focuses
on abstracting and modelling concepts and
their relationships by scoping, generalization and transformation. Architectural styles
and patterns are examples of the means of
achieving conceptual interoperability. Moreover, architectural models are enhanced
by foundational ontologies and ontological
models with a specific focus, such as information security.
Besides the interoperability model, the
development of the interoperability platform
and smart spaces requires a set of design
principles that primarily define the architectural style to be followed in the development
of the building blocks for smart spaces.
Some of the design principles define the
basic concept; some others are related to
functions, quality, or commonly accepted
development practices. An example of the
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concept-related principles is the shared
information principle: “The interoperability
platform (IOP) manages a shared information search domain called Smart Space,
which is accessible and understood by all
the authorized applications. This information
is about the things existing in the environment or about the environment itself. The
information is represented in a uniform and
use case independent way. Information
interoperability and semantics are based
on common ontologies that model information.” [1]
The context principle is an example of
a function that defines context management
as an extension of the IOP, and the ontology
is to define the context semantics. Security
is also defined as an extension, handled both
at the service level and at the information
level. Moreover, legacy devices and systems shall also interoperate through smart
spaces. Therefore, information is modelled
by domain ontologies that legacy devices
use for providing information to the smart
space and subscribing to information from
it. The design principles of smart spaces are
elaborated in more detail in [1].

Smart spaces arise from interoperation

Figure 3. Secure semantic information broker.

Ontologies as a means of
achieving interoperation
Ontologies can be used for different purposes and in different ways. For example, a
lack of notation constructs for representing
quality capabilities in a modelling language
can be solved by extending it with specific
ontologies via the profile construct. In this
way, the architecture modelling language is
enhanced with a quality profile to define the
security and reliability concepts in the software architecture [2].
First of all, in order to manage quality
properties in an adaptable way, the quality
properties must be measured at run-time.
Therefore, the quality ontologies, such as the
information security ontology, were developed
by mapping the concepts from the measurement ontology to the concepts of information
security. In this way, all the concepts related
to run-time information security management
could be defined in one model that all applications use, and therefore, information security

is interpreted by each application in the same
way during operation [3].
Another way is to develop a modelling tool
based on a set of interrelated ontologies that
support different model abstraction levels and
enhance the domain-specific language with
the concepts of software artefacts, domain,
interaction, and query patterns used for
retrieving information from smart spaces [4].
This approach supports model-based smart
space application development and is used
when run-time adaptation is unnecessary.
Thirdly, ontologies can be used for
describing how the application has to behave
in a certain situation. In this case, the context
ontology plays the key role in context identification, reasoning, and application adaptation.
The ontology is an interchangeable part of the
running system and intended for use in defining the behaviour of the application. Although
all these approaches can be applied to smart
space development, only adaptive systems
can create real smartness. The smart spaces
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Figure 4. Tool support for software developers and end-users.

are highly dynamic, and thus, the architecture
of the IOP and smart space applications has
to be dynamic, too. Therefore, we created an
adaptation framework based on a reference
micro-architecture that exploits ontologies as
ready-made building blocks [5].
As depicted in Figure 2, the architecture
knowledge base provides concepts as ontologies and reusable models and patterns.
Applications are constructed by using these
assets for defining their dynamic behaviours,
based on the dynamic rules and semantic
information retrieved from the semantic information brokers that form the interoperability
platform of the smart space. The steps of
the piecemeal service engineering define the
approach to how the applications are developed by exploiting these reusable assets.

Secure semantic information
sharing
One of the reusable building blocks developed
for the semantic interoperability level is the
RDF Information Broker Service (RIBS) (Figure 3) [6] that follows the Smart-M3 concept
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(multi-vendor, multi-device, multi-domain)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart-M3).
However, the implementation is enhanced
for specific usage. First, the RIBS is intended
for resource-scarce networked systems. It is
efficient for storing and retrieving a relatively
small amount of data. Second, the RIBS supports the standard query language, SPARQL.
Moreover, it provides efficient access control
policies and security control over resources.
Performance costs are minimised by requiring that each policy is presented with a single
information triple. The security control model
is based on context and security measurement concepts, which are used to authorise
actions. Hence, the model can be applied in
various dynamic security control situations [6].

Cross-domain application
development
VTT has also developed a modelling tool,
called Smart Modeller [4, 7]. The tool combines
model-driven development, domain-specific
language, and ontology-oriented design.
The tool uses the open source tool platform

Smart spaces arise from interoperation

Figure 5. Cross-domain applications combine information from different spaces and the
cloud.
Eclipse (http://www.eclipse.org/) and provides an extension point for the plug-ins that
perform processing related to the application
models. In our experiments, we observed that
the Smart Modeller is too complicated for
end-user programmers. Therefore, we also
developed a simple tool for end-user programmers.
In the future, end-users will be able to
automate information service creation, for
example by combining energy consumption
information with a person’s activities. To this
end, the end-user programming tool has two
levels (Figure 4). The software professional’s
level supports modelling of S-APIs (semantic end-user application interfaces) and the
development of driver components. S-APIs
support creation of the execution flows and
data flows of applications. Driver components are ready-made building blocks that
facilitate the easy creation of cross-domain
applications. These driver components are
developed by the Smart Modeller. When both
driver components and S-APIs are ready,
the end user can define the behaviour of the

application by configuring inputs and connecting them to the outputs of the previous
commands in the command sequence. The
command sequence can be visualised via
the Smart Modeller. Moreover, the RDF Script
Simulator is available for testing applications
and driver components in a desktop environment.
Figure 5 represents our piloting environment, where cross-domain applications were
developed for smart personal spaces, smart
home, smart office, and smart city. The crossdomain applications could also exploit the
entertainment services provided through the
content delivery platform Cam4Home (http://
openplatform.cam4home.fi), also developed
by VTT.

Some steps taken, some more
ahead
As smart space development follows the
interoperability model and the defined design
principles, smart spaces have inherent capabilities to proactively anticipate the intentions,
activities, and preferences of smart space
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users, and to adapt the behaviour of applications in a way that best fits the situations
of individual users by taking into account the
state of the smart environment as a whole.
Everything depends on semantics – semantics of information, context, behaviour, and
concepts – defined in a machine-readable
format that is understandable to all objects
participating in smart spaces. These commonly understood models are ontologies that
are shared among persons, organisations,
systems, devices, and all kinds of things.
This enables the creation of smart applications that, without intervention, proactively
serve the users in a way that can be called
intelligent.
End-user programming tools, together
with ontology-oriented service engineering,
open new possibilities for ordinary people
to participate in service creation and service
business. However, it requires that more and
more public organisations, and possibly also
private ones, make their data freely available for all people whenever no secrecy is
required. This will make smart spaces global,
and smart communities will be more socially
oriented than technology oriented. However,
there are still some technical issues to be
solved: models and practices for managing
the huge amount of heterogeneous data,
real-time reasoning for the meaning of the
data, and making decisions based on it. They
are prerequisites for achieving intelligence in
actions and behaviour.
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New smart systems by extending semantic
web to low capacity devices
Juha-Pekka Soininen
Research Professor
juha-pekka.soininen@vtt.fi
Today, digital electronics and computation
can be embedded into almost all things and
infrastructures. Computer technology has
reached a level where low-cost and computationally capable devices can be created
in very small dimensions and with very low
energy consumption. The concept of ubiquitous computing has become a reality and
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
technologies are spreading and changing the
ways in which automation and information
systems are developed. Computation, storage, and intelligence are being distributed into
more autonomous units, and wireless communication and networking technologies allow
us to create dynamic and reconfigurable collections of those units of intelligence, providing
services for the users and systems in the environment. Opening data on the Internet has
revolutionised the creation of applications and
services. The next phase will be the so called
semantic web, which makes information
understandable and usable for digital applications and systems across device, application,
and domain boundaries.
The research question in this work is how
to bridge the gap between the real world and
the digital world. In the real world, we live and
exist as physical objects together with other
concrete things. In the digital world, we can
collect information about physical objects in
the real world, and produce virtual representations of those. These virtual objects can then
be used in digital processes that automate
routines, create welfare, or otherwise help us
humans in our everyday lives. The challenge
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of ubiquitous systems is how to handle complexity and maintain operational capabilities
during changes in the environment and in the
system itself. The system should be always
on and serving human and machine clients.
Technically, the question is how to connect all
physical objects into digital domain, and further, to the semantic web. How do we design
and develop ubiquitous systems? What are
the main requirements and building blocks of
such a system? How do we arrange constant
and meaningful operation of the system for all
users? When these questions are answered,
it will allow us to mash up, that is, to combine information and services from various
providers for far more advanced systems and
purposes that we can only dream of.
In order to answer the above question,
we need to think of the wholeness and the
systemic aspects, since heterogeneous,
distributed, and complex systems start to
resemble ecosystems, for example in their
organisational ability and dynamics. In ecosystems, organisms interact with each other
by exchanging energy and material in various
nutrient cycles. There is a constant energy
and material flow through each individual
organism. That flow enables individuals to
maintain their processes and thus keep the
ecosystem operational. In ubiquitous systems, the individual applications in devices
interact by sending messages to each other.
The messages contain information meaningful to the application and to the whole system.
The constant information flow through each
participating application in the system trig-

gers actions in them, and the ensemble of
actions is the behaviour of the ubiquitous
system. Thus, in order for any application to
be part of the ubiquitous system, it needs the
abilities to exchange information and to act
on information.
The research results presented in the
following chapters focus on low capacity or
resource constrained devices, that is, on the
devices and embedded systems that are cost
optimised for their own individual purposes,
such as a humidity sensor, thermometer,
oven, electronic lock, or washing machine.
We show how to create semantic web capabilities on them and how to build systems on
loosely coupled devices using semantic web
principles. Our solution M3 is a semantic
interoperability architecture that focuses on
opening and sharing the information embedded in devices. The name M3 comes from
multi-device, multi-vendor, and multi-domain
suitability of the solution, as it implements the
semantic web principles for embedded systems.
The concept of a resource-constrained
device says that, due to cost optimisation,
there is a constant lack of additional information storage, computation, and communication
capabilities. This is a major challenge for
semantic information processing, as semantic information presentation creates significant
memory and processing overheads compared
to optimised, predefined format-based presentations of data. In semantic data, we have
to give unique identifiers to data elements so
that they can be separated from others, we
have to provide a link to an ontology model
that describes the meaning and possible relations of data elements, and we have to link
each data element to other data elements,
so that we can understand the relationships
between them.
The first chapter describes the basic
features of the uID approach, where the
uID architecture provides a means to create
unique identifiers for all objects and a way to
link these objects to digital information. We

have created a smartphone application for the
creation and management of unique identifiers
of objects and have merged the uID architecture with the semantic-information-based
interoperability architecture M3.
The second chapter describes the solutions for implementing smart systems using
semantic-web-based ubiquitous devices. We
present our solution, M3, for sharing semantic
information in a local place that is also feasible
for resource-constrained devices, and solutions for the creation of a service network that
provides connection interoperability across
multiple physical communication channels. As
a case example, these solutions are applied
to the creation of a smart greenhouse system
that is incrementally developed and that is
composed of loosely coupled semantic information capable devices.
In the third chapter, we show how a low
capacity semantic device can be designed
and implemented. The device is an active tag
technology-based plant stick that is capable of
communicating with the M3 solution, producing its moisture measurements as semantic
information in M3, and reacting based on
shared information in M3.
These results form the basis for the
creation of smart environments. They show
how real-world entities can be integrated as
extensions to a semantic web, and how their
information and capabilities can be used for
creating a smarter world.

Giving digital identities to physical
objects
Having digital information associated to realworld things that do not have embedded
computers in them requires that we have identifiers for things and a computing infrastructure
for keeping and sharing the information that
we want to link to them. Typical solutions for
this are barcodes, QR codes, and RFID/NFC
tags, which have product identifiers or webpage addresses linked to things that can be
accessed by scanning or touching them.
Ubiquitous Identification (uID) architecture is a
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technology that goes beyond this. It consists
of a 128-bit extendable code space called
ucodes for identifiers of any kinds of things or
objects, and a server infrastructure for allocating the unique identifiers for objects, and for
storing and accessing the associated digital
information.
uID architecture is different because it
focuses on unique digital identities for every
unique thing. It is completely independent
on physical tag media, and it offers a global
server infrastructure for accessing the information through the Internet. Thus, uID bridges
the gap between the physical and digital
worlds and makes it possible to connect even
the simplest things to digital systems. The uID
technology is developed by YPR Ubiquitous
Networking Laboratory (YPR UNL) from the
University of Tokyo. uID server architecture
is three tiered and maintained by a uID centre in Japan. VTT hosts the first uID server in
Europe, which means that we can allocate
ucode subspaces to other organisations and
we are also able to use uID technology in our
own research [1].
The way in which the ucode is used
always depends on the application, and the
uID architecture itself is agnostic to applications. Typical examples can be, for example,
providing tourist information on a specific
place by reading the ucode attached to it,
downloading a user manual of a tool, or verifying the identity of the thing. When information
on a specific thing or object is needed, the
ucode is first read by a mobile device using
NFC or QR readers, for example, and then
sent to the uID resolution server. The resolution server replies with the information server
address from where the actual information
related to ucode can be retrieved [2].
The currently available version of the uID
architecture provides globally unique identifiers
for objects and also a way to fetch information
related to the identified object. YRP UNL is
also developing a ucode relation model, which
extends the current ucode architecture by
adding the meanings and attributes for object
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Figure 1. uEasy is a mobile application
for the creation and management of ubiquitous identities and related information
for things. The application is based on
ucodes and uID servers. For example, a
user can modify and retrieve information
related to the drill simply by touching the
drill with the phone.

identifiers. Using ucode, the relation model
objects and the relationships between different objects can be described. We have also
been using M3 technology together with uID,
in order to extend the possibilities for describing the physical objects. M3 provides a way
to describe the objects using semantic web
technologies, and uID technology provides the
object with a unique identifier that can be used
as a unique resource identifier (URI) in the
information graph that describes the object.
That is how we can describe the physical
world using semantic web technologies and
link the physical world to the digital world by
using uID technology without being device or
application dependent [3].
We have developed an application called
u-Easy, which creates a unique identity using
uID and ucodes for any kinds of items. The
main purpose of this application is to demon-
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strate the possibilities of uID technology, and
the u-Easy application can also be used as a
basis for other applications that are targeted
for other use cases. With this application, it
is possible to fetch any kind of data about a
tagged item (NFC or QR code) just by touching the object or reading the QR code with a
smartphone. It is also possible to touch the
tagged item and attach text, pictures, and
location data to the item and publish all this
information on the web.
For example, tools and equipment in a
construction company can be tagged either
with a QR code or an NFC tag. When an
employee takes a tool such as a drill for their
own use, they touch the tagged drill with their
smartphone, and that is how the current user
and the location of the tool are updated automatically on the website. Other employees
of the construction company can check the
current holder of the drill and their recent location from the web site. Possible faults can also
be reported using the u-Easy application, for
example by taking a picture of a tagged tool.
The user interface for the u-Easy application is
shown in the figure (Figure 1).

M3 information sharing solution
for interoperability-based systems
The interoperability architecture M3 is a
system-level whiteboard for exchanging
information in RDF (resource description
framework) form, which is a W3C standard model for information exchange in
the semantic web. Information exchange
between applications happens via a semantic
information broker (SIB) that is both an RDF
knowledge base and an RDF triplet broker.
Applications are knowledge processors (KPs)
that consume and provide information for a
ubiquitous system. A SIB or set of SIBs is the
memory of the ubiquitous system, and KPs
are the brain and action mechanisms of it.
The M3 model describes the informationlevel interoperability in a form of information
format (RDF) and information access and
exchange operations (SSAP). The model

does not mention how to implement interoperability at other levels. This allows M3
to be implemented in various computing
environments, enabling a potentially wide
adoption of M3 technology among different
vendors and their devices – this is the spirit
and aim of M3; being a multi-vendor, multidevice, and multi-domain approach. While
the abstract model of M3 favours interoperability, it does not put it into practice. The
implementation of M3 needs to solve interoperability at all levels.
Our solution aims for wide coverage
and use of the M3 technologies in different
devices. In addition to devices, our aim is
to support a wide set of different programming environments and run-time execution
environments. With this in mind, we have
developed the M3 Interoperability Framework, which is a set of software modules
and practices that support different communication technologies, programming
languages, operating systems, and SIB
implementations.
Figure 2 illustrates in colour how
interoperability layers incrementally solve
interoperability issues and hide those from
the application designer. ADIOS (Advanced
Device Interoperability Solution) is an OSI
(open systems interconnection) session-level
communication as a service implementation. Libsskp is a presentation-level (OSI 6)
library that solves SIB syntax and data format issues. On top of libsskp, there are thin
wrappers that solve specific programming
language and programming model issues.
This enables a developer to choose their
favourite programming environment.
The arrow in Figure 2 illustrates information transfer between applications. The
Windows application knowledge processors
(KP) on the right side send information to an
Android application knowledge processor on
the left side. The RDF graphs in both applications represent their local knowledge of the
whole system knowledge. The system knowledge resides in the M3 SIB, whose whiteboard
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Figure 2. M3-based interoperability layers solve the interoperability issues between two
devices. The approach uses RIBS implementation as a common information-sharing
solution in a gateway device. The arrow describes how information from Device 1 flows
to Device 2 via a gateway device and M3, and how M3 shares the information so that
communication and collaboration between the two devices becomes possible.

is used for sharing the information, such as the
RDF triplet <A,b,C> in this case. So in practice, KP on the right side first communicates
with SIB in the middle, and then KP on the left
side communicates with SIB.
The RIBS is an RDF information base
solution and M3 SIB implementation for
resource-constrained devices. It is compact,
portable, and its hardware and operating
system dependencies are minimised, making it ubiquitously deployable. Unlike most
RDF storage, RIBS does not have a database back-end for storing triples. The URIs
of the triple are mapped into numbers, and
the numbers are used for addressing the triple information in a 3D memory structure, bit
cube. Thus, each triple is a bit 1 in a cube.
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The figure shows how triple <A,b,C> became
a point in a 3D subject, predicate, and object
space.

Extendable and incremental
approach for developing
ubiquitous systems
An example of semantic-technology-empowered ubiquitous computing systems is the
Smart Greenhouse [4]. The Smart Greenhouse, illustrated in Figure 3, is a miniature
version of a greenhouse where autonomous
agents assist a gardener in his daily routines.
The Smart Greenhouse demonstrates how
semantic technologies can be utilised to build
ubiquitous computing systems where semantic-level interoperability is based on the RDF
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Figure 3. The Smart Greenhouse demonstrator is an example of an incrementally
developed system consisting of autonomous devices and shared information-based
interoperability.

data model, RDFS vocabulary, and common
ontologies. Additionally, it shows how semantic technologies provide flexibility and enable
incremental development of ubiquitous computing systems.
The Smart Greenhouse has been built
incrementally in four stages by adding new
devices and features at each stage. It is noteworthy that no modifications to the existing
systems were needed when new features and
devices were added, especially when applying
the technology to larger applications. The first
version of the Smart Greenhouse consisted
of three knowledge processors or “modules”:
the Actuator, Sensor, and Gardener user
interfaces. To allow other KPs to modify the
state of the physical actuators, the Actuator
KP creates virtual representations of them
by publishing information about them on the
SIB. Then it subscribes to the information on

the state of the actuators, so that it is notified when the physical state of the actuators
needs to be changed. The role of the Sensor
KP is to measure the temperature, luminosity,
and humidity in the greenhouse and to publish
that information on the SIB. The Gardener UI
provides the actual gardener with possibilities
to 1) browse available actuators and sensors,
2) view information related to sensor measurements and actuator states, and 3) modify the
state of the actuators.
In the second phase, a new autonomous
control device, called Autocontrol KP, was
added to the system. A new feature in the Gardener UI was also implemented that allowed
the gardener to add information about plants
to the SIB. The plant data and existing sensor
information is utilised by the Autocontrol KP
to autonomously modify the physical actuators via the SIB. For example, the autocontrol
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KP updates a new state for the virtual representation of LED lights when the luminosity in
the greenhouse is not suitable for the plants.
Because the Actuator KP has subscribed to
the actuator status information, the SIB will
notify it about the new LED light status and
the Actuator KP will modify the physical LEDs
accordingly.
The third generation of the Smart Greenhouse expanded the previous versions with
item-level object tagging. The sensors,
actuators, and plants where tagged with
ucode-based RFID tags, which provided
unique identifiers for the physical objects.
The same ucodes were also used as the IDs
(i.e. URIs) for the virtual representations in the
SIB. Since the unique ID of the virtual object
can be acquired by reading a tag, this made
it possible to both fetch information related to
tagged objects and interact with them just by
touching the physical object.
In the fourth phase, a smart environment configuration tool (ECSE) enabling the
gardener to automate functions in the greenhouse was introduced. The goal of the ECSE
tool was to enable users (i.e. the gardener in
this case) to see the possible functions provided by a given smart space and to create
simple rules that change the behaviour of the
smart space depending on the given situation
in the smart space; for example, if the temperature inside the greenhouse exceeds 25
degrees, the ventilation will automatically start.
The core idea in the ECSE tool was to model
the functions in a smart space as events and
actions. For the user, the events and actions
are represented with a short human-readable
description. In the SIB, on the other hand, they
are represented as RDF update and query language patterns. The dual presentation makes
it easy both for the user to create rules and for
the rule handler to execute them.
It is noteworthy that the Smart Greenhouse does not require any system integrator,
and that the different KPs do not directly communicate with each other. All the devices are
autonomous and independent, and the overall
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Figure 4. The battery-operated prototype
of an intelligent plant stick measures the
moisture of the soil and communicates
with the M3 SIB through radio and a
semantic information interface. The user
can access the measurement results, for
example, via a phone.

system function or interoperability between
devices is achieved by sharing information
represented with RDF and ontologies via a
common SIB, and by making the devices
responsive to this available information.

Connecting low capacity devices
to the semantic web
Wireless sensors are often low capacity
devices in terms of energy resources, processing power, communication capabilities,
physical size, and cost. They typically use
one of the standard or proprietary short-range
radio communication technologies, such as
IEEE 802.15.4 or Bluetooth Low Energy. Such
radio technologies have low power consumption and battery-based operation as one
of the most important design criteria. They
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define short message payloads that are preferably sent infrequently, to keep the energy
consumption low. The target is naturally to
conserve battery life and thereby achieve long
operation times before the battery needs to
be replaced. Low energy consumption may
also enable alternative powering technologies,
such as power harvesting, resulting in potentially maintenance-free wireless devices.
Using semantic interfaces with low
capacity devices can provide most benefits
when the devices are not only able to provide
their own information as semantic data, but
are also capable of utilising semantic information provided by other devices and adapting
their behaviour based on that data. Such
devices can be, for example, actuators or
combinations of sensors and actuators in any
semantic-information-based system.
It is a challenge to apply semantic interfaces to resource-constrained devices, since
memory, processing time, and message
length overheads easily increase, potentially
leading to more expensive and power-hungry
devices. The challenge is mainly related to
the resulting larger amount of data, due to
overheads caused by semantic messages.
Previously, processing such messages may
also have required resource-hungry programs,
such as an XML parser. However, in our solution, the semantic data was designed to use
a more compact format created by VTT, called
Word Aligned XML (WAX). This enables more
efficient wireless communications and remarkably more efficient processing of the messages,
with fewer memory resources [5]. Using WAX,
the semantic interface increased the size of
the microcontroller program by approximately
25%, and the requirement for RAM memory
was 80% larger compared to using simpler,
application-specific binary data representation.
Using traditional semantic representation, the
overheads would be significantly larger.
To demonstrate the solution, a wireless,
battery-powered moisture-sensing plant stick
was developed (refer to Figure 4). The sensor
is able to notify the user if the moisture level

Figure 5. The gardener uses a smartphone
that reports the moisture values and gives
alarms if needed. The phone also provides
the moisture threshold values and gardener presence information for the plant
sticks via the M3 SIB.

of the soil is not within set limits. The alarm
can be given in two different ways: 1) by blinking a bright LED within the plant stick, to be
easily noticed, 2) indicating the alarm on a
smartphone gardening application targeted at
normal consumers (refer to Figure 5).
The plant stick provides the measurement data in a semantic form to the semantic
information broker (SIB). This is where the
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smartphone application gets the data from.
But the sensor also reads data from the SIB
and adapts its behaviour based on that data:
1) the threshold for minimum and maximum
moisture level for the plant, and 2) the presence of the “gardener”, to eliminate the power
consumption of blinking the bright LED when
there is no relevant person present that could
see it. The threshold and presence data are
provided to the SIB by the actual gardener
using the smartphone application.
The plant stick is essentially based on the
Freescale MC13223V System-on-Chip, which
includes a short-range 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4
radio and an ARM7 microcontroller. The software runs on top of a Contiki operating system
that is optimised for low capacity devices. The
microcontroller spends a major part of the time
in sleep mode, which consumes only 10 µA
@ 3 volts. Depending on the communication
interval, the operation time with two AA-size
batteries can be up to several years.

Towards a giant global graph
The results shown above originated from
research projects that aimed at creation and
opening of local embedded data for smart
applications in local places. The key targets
were the use of open technologies for achieving
interoperability between devices and enabling
mash-up type applications and services that
create smart environments. This idea of openness is ambitious and noble, since it takes the
ideas of the Internet and open data to device
level. It changes the ways in which devices
should interact and how systems should be
constructed. It promotes extensive reuse of
resources and their information beyond their
original purposes and use cases, resulting in
overall savings in costs and increased possibilities for new kinds of systems. It calls for a
rethinking of business ecosystems towards the
models that are used on the Internet, where
the keywords are collaboration and interoperability instead of proprietary solutions.
The results above are technology examples that show that open and linked data-based
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approaches are feasible models for smart
environment infrastructure and systems. We
are able to integrate real-world devices with
very limited or even non-existent computational capabilities to computational systems
in the digital world. We have extended the
usability of semantic web technologies to low
capacity devices and we can use the information from them as a part of larger systems. We
have also shown how more complex systems
can be incrementally constructed on top of
open semantic information, using low capacity
devices.
As good research in general, this has also
opened our eyes to future challenges. The
Internet of Things and cyber–physical systems
are buzzwords that have been under active
discussion and research recently. The industry and research community is trying to create
models and approaches for similar types of
problems that we have had in our research.
We believe that our open and linked data
approach can contribute to these targets.
Imagine a future Google Earth on which you
can zoom without limits and on which it would
be correct in real time, showing the Earth as it
truly is all the time. Imagine that you can dive
into it, and that you can exploit the information that you see as a part of your system. The
current Google Earth is an open data structure that creates a digital image of the world
with augmented information. Our vision is to
create an open digital image of the world that
is based on open and linked data from the
things, devices, and systems around us. This
data structure or digital counterpart of the realworld could be added to the vision of a giant
global graph [6] and then used as a platform
for all ICT-based systems.
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Context recognition methods bring
awareness to portable devices
Ville Könönen
Senior Scientist
ville.kononen@vtt.fi
Context sensing aims to give a portable
device, such as a smartphone, senses, with
which it becomes aware of its surroundings.
With the senses, the device is capable of
measuring its environment and doing context recognition. With the help of successful
context recognition, it becomes contextaware.
VTT has conducted research on context sensing and awareness over ten years
and from almost all the angles of the area,
including hardware development, methodological research, end-user testing, and
transferring the research results to commercial solutions. Specialised solutions for
different application areas, such as wellbeing, have been developed, as well as general
context recognition services for off-the-shelf
products. In particular, the rapid development of smartphones during recent years
has provided an interesting low-cost testbed for context recognition methods.

Figure 1. Combination of sensors used for
assessing physical activities and mental
load: a) audio recorder, b) 3D acceleration
sensor box, c) two ECG electrodes, d) two
respiratory inductive plethysmogram (RIP)
belts, e) sensor box on the belt (acceleration, compass, light, humidity, and
temperature sensors), f) skin temperature
sensor.
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This short introduction follows a loose
chronological order of the context awareness research work carried out at VTT. The
introduction starts with a discussion on
human physical activity recognition, which
contains both hardware and methodological
research work. Then we proceed with the
product-level solution for context recognition in smartphones. Finally, we broaden
our view from context recognition to a more
general topic of human behavioural analysis, with an example of a service provided
by VTT.

Context awareness research
originates from activity recognition
The studies on automatic recognition
of human physical activities and energy
expenditure are commonly based on signals obtained from wearable sensors. One of
the goals of automatic recognition of human
physical activities and automatic assessment

Figure 2. Basic selection of context components in the VTT Context Component Library.

of energy expenditure is to show people the
current distribution of their daily activities and
the level of their energy expenditure, and to
motivate people to a more active lifestyle. The
rough estimates of daily energy expenditure
provided by simple activity monitors, such
as pedometers, can be further improved by
using carefully selected sensors and by placing them on well-chosen points on the body,
where they can be carried unobtrusively,
without disturbing the user. Continuous,
automatic monitoring of daily physical activities and energy expenditure could provide
more advanced information that can be used
to promote a more active lifestyle with a wider
spectrum of different exercises.
By definition, physical activity is any
bodily movement that results in energy
expenditure and that is produced by skeletal muscles. Thus, it covers many types of
physical activity, including both natural physical activity and intentional exercise. In order
to adequately assess the activity profile of
a person, recognition of both the energy
expenditure and the types of activities are
needed. Energy expenditure gives an overview, indicating whether the person performs
enough physical activity. Activity type recognition enables profiling of different categories

(aerobic, muscle-strengthening, and bonestrengthening activities).
Using a combination of several wireless
sensors and self-assessment tools, new types
of data can be collected, which can allow the
study of new measures for the objective quantification of health status, unobtrusively and in
the long-term. At VTT, algorithms have been
developed for activity recognition (e.g., lying,
sitting, standing, walking, running, bicycling,
rowing, Nordic walking) and combinations of
different health parameters, such as assessment of stress levels (see [1–7]). Figure 1
provides an overview of the different sensors
and their locations for physical activity recognition.

Context Component Library for
smartphones
The rapid development of smartphones during
the last few years has enabled the utilisation
of the developed context recognition algorithms and methods in off-the-shelf products.
The context recognition methods developed
by VTT were encapsulated in a library that is
available for several smart-phone platforms.
The library is highly optimised and it provides
a product-level solution for context recognition
and human behavioural analysis needs. The
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Service offered by VTT: Life-pattern
recognition

Figure 3. Basic statistics view of the VTT
Lifeliner service. The web page shows the
prototype day routines worldwide.

core of the library, the VTT context recognition
engine, is based on the feather-light context
recognition method (see [8–11] for further
details), which makes it possible to perform
continuous high-quality context recognition as
a background process without consuming too
much battery power.
Different application domains have different context recognition needs. Therefore,
it is impossible to provide a universal solution
for the general context recognition task. The
library approaches the problem by providing
the basic framework into which different context component modules can be plugged. The
basic distribution of the library contains the
components shown in Figure 2. This basic
set of components enables rich services in
several business domains such as security,
mobile CRM, and marketing. In addition to the
basic set of components, VTT has provided
customised context components for its customers, for special purposes.
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Life-pattern recognition is a VTT provided
service that provides several analyses based
on the behaviour of people, their actual lifestyles and habits. It consists of two parts:
a smartphone client that is installed on the
smartphones of the service users, and the
server-side Lifeliner analysis platform. The
mobile application utilises the VTT Context
Component Library and sends the rich context data on the mobile user’s behaviour to
the Lifeliner analysis platform. The data communication between the mobile clients and
the service is done periodically once per day
to save battery power and hence enable long
usage times of the smartphones. The context
data is aggregated on the server side to find
typical behavioural patterns of people in different countries. For example, the service
provides answers to the following questions:
What is the average sleeping time in Finland?
What does the typical day of a Japanese daytime worker look like? An example view of the
Lifeliner service is provided in Figure 3.
The Lifeliner service is developed to
demonstrate the VTT context recognition
and context data analysis solutions. VTT has
provided similar commercial solutions for different domains, such as the telecom network
domain.

Discussions and a way forward
The examples discussed in this section represent technological foundations of context
recognition and are enablers for the novel,
context-aware services in different application domains. In the future, the context-aware
research will focus on the server-side analysis of the behavioural data. There are several
research questions related to the novel kind of
data: What business fields can benefit from the
data? How can the data be used in an efficient
way? What kinds of legal issues are related to
the data, and what kinds of consequences do
they have to the related services? These are
just a few, and in addition to answering these,
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there remains a constant requirement to enable context recognition services for different
application domains.
[7]
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Reforming industrial condition monitoring
by high performance wireless sensing and
data processing
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Securing optimum up-time of machinery is
of key importance in the global maintenance
service business. But what will happen when
industrial machines, vehicles, and process
equipment are incorporated in their millions
to form global maintenance services and
produce a massive amount of real-time information?
The machines and vehicles sector is
nowadays going through the same kind of revolution that took place in the telecom industry
a couple of years ago, when various mobilebased services entered the market. Services
and service ecosystems bringing added-value
and commercial benefit to mobile operators
and manufacturers have, since then, become
increasingly important factors in several fields
of technology, alongside top quality products. A similar trend can be seen entering the
machines and vehicles sector.
There are still a couple of questions blocking the vision of distributing intelligence across
all industrial machinery through Internet of
Things technologies. First, the amount of the
data measured from all the machinery in operation will be enormous and should be both
processed and reduced before transferring it
over wireless media. Second, systems should
be easily configurable for different targets,
even in small shipments. Third, in the end,
technology should be reliable, even if used in
very harsh conditions. The research presented
in the following chapters has focused on finding solutions to these challenges.
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Introducing the results as a whole
Some significant steps have been taken on
the way towards the vision of distributed
intelligence within the Open Smart Spaces
programme. The timing for this kind of
research has been just right, based on two
main reasons. The quality and performance
of technology components commercially
available has increased and the price has
been descending due to higher manufacturing volumes. On the other hand, industrial
companies have started to develop servicebased offerings in addition to component
or machine manufacturing. The industry will
need more and more ICT-related technology to maintain the global machinery in the
future.
The central element in our research and
development process has been the development of the VTT Node (Figure 1), a reference
architecture and prototype platform similar to a very small-sized re-configurable
embedded computer. It has been built for
development purposes, as well as for fullscale piloting of distributed signal processing
technologies in condition monitoring systems of industrial machinery. The VTT Node
has built-in flexibly configurable interfaces
for several types of sensors typically used in
industrial applications. For example, vibration and stress are very common indicators
of failures in structures and bearings. Among
others, these could both be measured and
analysed in the field by the VTT Node.

valuable, as they are the best information
source for the real requirements and challenges.

VTT Node distributing the
intelligence

Figure 1. The prototype of the VTT Node
has been installed in a robust casing
and it has been used in several industrial
demonstrators for vibration measurement
purposes.

The VTT Node has high performance
capabilities for comprehensive signal processing, while still being energy efficient
and reducing the need for energy storage replacement during operation periods.
Robust wireless communication and energy
harvesting technologies have had important
roles in the development of VTT Node architecture, bringing additional benefits when
using the VTT Node both in very harsh and
in hardly approachable targets.
During the research and development
work, concrete industrial demonstrations
have been created to get the industry
involved in the development process from
the beginning. The commitment of industrial
partners has been surprisingly strong, and
the contribution from them has been highly

The intelligence of a comprehensive condition
monitoring system has to be distributed across
several layers. The optimal solution is to integrate the information pre-processing as close
to the information source as possible, so that
the amount of data before transmission can be
reduced, to avoid data overflow during transmission. The challenge here is to have enough
signal processing capacity in the pre-processing element while respecting very limited
energy resources and an affordable price level.
For that purpose, a generic reference architecture of data processing electronics was
developed by VTT. The architecture combines
the best features of low-power microcontroller
technology with energy efficient but still configurable high performance flash-based FPGA
(field programmable gate array) technology.
The architecture has been designed to meet
the fundamental challenges, like periodically
high demands for signal processing and data
transmission capacity, as well as very low
energy states for waiting for the triggering of
a new measurement and analysis sequence.
A signal processing algorithm could be
programmed into the FPGA using VHDL
(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware
Description Language) and algorithms may
have highly parallel functions that will be valuable especially when a signal is sampled from
several channels in parallel. As VHDL requires
special knowledge, some higher level tools
are also available for FPGA programming. For
example, tool chains to generate hardware
descriptions from a Matlab Simulink environment are commercially available, although
they not very optimised yet. One promising
technology bringing FPGA design closer to
traditional programming is TTA (time triggered
architecture). This technology has been developed by academic partners of VTT and has
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Figure 2. The size of the VTT Node baseboard without external components is similar to a
match box.

been successfully demonstrated with VTT
Node reference architecture.
VTT Node reference architecture has been
designed in a stackable form (Figure 2). The
baseboard includes basic functions, including
microcontroller, FPGA, memories, digital interfaces, and powering. The other components
are placed on the extension boards to achieve
a flexible and cost-effective way to modify
the configuration. So far, there are extension
boards already developed for analogue signal
sampling and radio transmission with multiple
radio options.

Towards energy-autonomous
systems
Wireless connectivity of sensor nodes is
important and often even necessary to facili-
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tate mobility of the nodes and easy installation,
and to avoid failure-prone cabling in moving
objects or unattractive cable retrofitting in
a daily living environment. To make the sensor nodes totally wireless, they both have to
communicate wirelessly and be energy autonomous, that is, capable of operating without a
power supply through external wires. Moreover, operation without external wires must not
entail a battery lifetime that is inconvenient
from the users’ viewpoint.
Energy autonomy of sensor nodes can
be implemented in several ways. The sensor
node can be fitted with an energy harvester
that converts ambient energy flows into
electric power for the sensor operation. The
exploited ambient energy can be, for example,
light, RF fields, mechanical movement, spatial

Reforming industrial condition monitoring by high performance wireless
sensing and data processing

temperature gradients, or temporal temperature changes. To enhance the operation of
the energy harvester in the sensor node, a
dedicated wireless energy transmitter can be
installed close to the sensor node, which is
also called wireless energy transfer. The sensor node can be fitted with a battery that lasts
its entire lifetime, or at least for long enough
so that replacing or recharging the battery can
be done conveniently during regular maintenance.
In addition to the development of technologies supporting energy autonomy, VTT
has also developed a special power management architecture. The core of the power
management architecture in the VTT Node
is a low energy consumption microcontroller
that has control over all other components by
switching the power on and off when necessary. That guarantees the efficient usage of the
energy resources available. The most power
consuming parts, like the radio transceiver
and FPGA-based signal processing unit, are
powered off when the system is set to the idle
state. The FPGA technology is based on an
Actel IGLOO circuit that wakes up from lowpower idle mode to fully operational mode
within a few microseconds.
The VTT Node has been used in developing and piloting energy autonomous sensor
nodes in several target applications. Examples
are a vibration measurement application with
a wide-band vibration energy harvester, and
sensor nodes with wireless inductive powering.

Reliable wireless connectivity
A system is only as strong as its weakest link,
as is said. Communication technology is playing a very important role in such systems. The
links between the nodes should be reliable
and secure even in extreme conditions, such
as an industrial environment. Unlike office networks, the industrial environment for wireless
networks is harsher due to unpredictable variations in temperature, pressure, and humidity,
as well as strong vibrations, atmospheric

precipitation, condensation, and airborne
contaminants. The signal propagation in a
factory environment is often interfered with by
multipath propagation, radio-frequency interference, and noise generated by equipment
or heavy machinery. To ensure reliable delivery
of data packets, changes in radio connectivity
need to be detected and managed.
Building and maintaining reliable communication links need efficient and manageable
testing methods and tools. The long-term goal
is to develop testing methods and techniques
that can be implemented and embedded in all
nodes and used for self-diagnosis purposes
by the nodes and for optimisation of node
performance. This kind of automated testing
system will diagnose wireless network problems, and the network management will select
the appropriate action to take to correct the
problem. The operation of the testing system
is divided into four main groups: monitoring,
alerting, problem identification, and problem
correction. During the monitoring, communication link performance is regularly checked,
and if link quality deterioration is noticed, the
alarm signal is generated. Problem identification and correction are managed by performing
the detailed device tests, and examining the
environmental problems by automatically generating test cases and analysing their results.

Discussion
The most crucial technology elements for distributing intelligence in condition monitoring
and maintenance systems have been developed to prototype level. In addition, several
successful industrial pilots have shown that
the technology will soon be ready for commercial applications. There are still a few things
to be done before the breakthrough concerning system integration, cost optimisation, and
application development. These are important
drivers for the big markets.
The most important part of the future
work is to create an ecosystem that supports
the technology platform by offering applications for signal processing, protocols, and
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software on the top of the hardware components. This ecosystem will provide users with
the latest releases of the analysis and control
software modules, in a flexible way via remote
access. The ecosystem model will also offer
new business possibilities in maintaining the
analysis tools and related software.
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Novel wireless charging technology utilises
existing NFC antennas and circuits
Esko Strömmer
Senior Scientist
esko.strommer@vtt.fi
Over the last couple of years, wireless charging has evoked rapidly increasing interest
among mobile device vendors and technology
providers. The motivation for wireless charging
has been its usability, which will come to full
fruition when wireless chargers are massively
embedded in our living environment and interoperable with mobile devices independently
of their manufacturers, even when charging
several devices simultaneously on the same
charging plate, instead of using several plugin chargers. Besides making charging easier,
wireless charging is believed to mitigate the
problem of the ever-increasing gap between
battery capacity and device power consumption, which is leading to short device
use times. Wireless charging will change the
entire approach to mobile device charging by
enabling users to supplement energy storage
just by laying devices on charging plates or
in charging slots, found everywhere, without
seeking out a separate charging accessory
and plugging it into a wall outlet and into the
device. These easy-to-use ubiquitous charging facilities, coupled with other advantages
of wireless charging, such as the ability to
fully enclose the charging connection, are
expected to make up for the disadvantages
of wireless charging, such as lower efficiency,
higher technical complexity, and the resulting
higher cost.
The increasing interest in wireless charging has also promoted standardisation
activities. The first commercial smartphones
with a wireless charging interface based on
open specifications, such as the Qi specifica-
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tion of the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC),
have already been launched by leading phone
manufacturers [1]. A general challenge to the
phone manufacturers is currently the increasing number of external interfaces, which
also tends to increase the costs and physical size of the products. From this viewpoint,
the implementation of wireless charging by
technologies that are available currently has
become one additional challenge, and in the
case of even smaller devices, such as wrist
units and mobile phone accessories, this challenge will be further emphasised.
Another new technology gaining ground
in mobile devices is Near Field Communication (NFC), the standardisation of which is
managed by the NFC Forum [2]. NFC is a key
enabling technology for several mobile applications, such as payments, content sharing, and
easy-to-use information access and service
discovery. Both NFC and wireless charging
are based on inductive coupling between
loop antennas and could thus basically be
integrated into a single implementation with a
common antenna. Based on this idea and an
associated concept study, VTT launched an
initiative to the NFC Forum in autumn 2011 to
start activities to include wireless charging in
the open NFC specifications. A new Wireless
Charging Task Force, under the NFC Forum
Devices Work Group promoting this, was
started in February 2012.
Wireless charging over NFC can be
applied to mobile handsets and especially to
smaller devices. The main differentiating features of wireless charging over NFC from the
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Figure 1. Applicability of wireless charging over NFC vs. Wireless Power Consortium Qi
specification. Wireless charging over NFC is most suitable for relatively small devices.

state-of-the-art wireless charging technologies for mobile handsets are a more limited
power transfer capability and, as a counterbalance, more compact and cost-efficient
implementation that integrates NFC and wireless charging.
The main results of the activities of NFCbased wireless charging at VTT are:
• a concept study of wireless charging over
NFC
• contribution to the wireless charging
standardisation activities at the NFC
Forum
• a reference design of an NFC-compatible
wireless power transmitter.

Concept study of wireless charging
over NFC
The motivation at VTT for starting research
activities in wireless charging over NFC was
the fact that, as a technology based on inductive coupling, NFC is inherently capable of
transferring power wirelessly. In fact, NFC
already exploits this feature when reading passive RFID tags. However, the power transfer
capability of current NFC implementations
is not enough for convenient charging of
devices in general. Thus, some modifications
to the existing technical implementations and
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amendments to the existing NFC standards
are required before viable wireless charging
over NFC can be offered. The main challenge
of the modifications and amendments will be
combining efficient and controllable wireless
power transfer with NFC communication by
using shared antennas and communication
channels. This has to be done without sacrificing the performance of either function.
In addition, several specific issues, such as
safety, EMC compatibility, and cost impact
due to the increased power level during charging, have to be addressed.
The goals of the concept study were to
get better understanding of the possibilities
and most potential use cases, and to evaluate the technical challenges and performance
bottlenecks. The concept study was carried
out in 2010–2011, and it included technology surveys, theoretical analysis, and a pilot
implementation of an NFC-compatible charging system.
The goal to exploit existing NFC
resources as much as possible led to preserving the current NFC operating frequency
(13.56 MHz) for charging power transfer.
Since this is relatively high when compared to
the operating frequency of the WPC Qi wireless charging specification, wireless charging
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Wireless charging of small
NFC-enabled devices

Using NFC-enabled devices
(e.g. a laptop) as wireless
chargers

Auxiliary charging of mobile
handsets

Figure 2. Examples of potential use cases for wireless charging over NFC.

over NFC favours use cases with relatively low
charging power levels. Still, charging power
levels of up to at least 1 W are possible with
close proximity between the antennas, even
within the RF field strength limit of the current
NFC specification. Thus, wireless charging
over NFC is most suitable for relatively small
devices. In this respect, wireless charging over
NFC is rather a completing than a competing
technology to the WPC Qi specification and
other existing wireless charging technologies
for mobile phones. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
The limited power transfer level over NFC is
counterbalanced by the compactness and
cost-efficiency of the entire implementation,
with combined NFC and wireless charging
features.
Examples of specific use cases are presented in Figure 2. The main benefits of the
integrated NFC and wireless charging solution
in the presented use cases are:
• a more compact and cost efficient
wireless charging interface for small NFCenabled portable devices
• a more pervasive charger infrastructure
(based on existing NFC devices) with
reduced costs (no dedicated chargers)
• the possibility to integrate NFC-based
services with charging applications
• benefits due to the relatively high operating frequency of NFC, such as lighter
antennas and reduced parasitic heating
of nearby stray metallic objects.

Contribution to the wireless
charging standardisation activities
at the NFC Forum
Based on the concept study, VTT introduced
the idea of wireless charging over NFC to
the NFC Forum in October 2011. Soon after
this, a supporting group of VTT, ST-Ericsson,
NEC, and others promoted the idea to leading
industrial members of the NFC Forum. An official proposal for a new working item was filed
to the NFC Forum Technical Committee by the
supporting group on 30th November 2011.
The Technical Committee of the NFC Forum
accepted the work item as a part of the NFC
Forum work on 9th February 2012 at the NFC
Forum meeting in Frankfurt.
During the course of 2012, VTT has
actively supported the work of the NFC Forum
Wireless Charging Task Force in working out
the requirements documents for NFC Forum
wireless charging. By October 2012, the task
force had submitted a draft of the requirements document to the Devices Working
Group for review and had also provided resolution ideas for the review output. After some
editing, the Devices Working Group reached
consensus on the requirement document in
October 2012 and submitted the requirement
document to the NFC Forum Technical Committee for final resolution. In 2013, the Wireless
Charging Task Force will continue its work and
start to work out more detailed technical specifications.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the NFC-compatible wireless power transmitter.

The requirement document includes
requirements for both power transfer and
the control procedure that is needed to set
up and maintain charging. The control procedure (charging management) enables the
identification of chargeable devices placed
on the charging plate, as well as adjustment
of the transmitted power depending on the
need of the chargeable device as charging
progresses. The power transfer period and
charging management will be different in time
(time division multiplexing). The power transfer is not allowed to risk human safety or to
damage existing NFC devices or tags. In addition, the requirement document gives various
examples of possible use cases.

Reference design of an NFCcompatible wireless power
transmitter
VTT has developed and demonstrated a
solution that integrates controllable wireless
power transmission and NFC communication. The solution shares the same antenna
circuit between NFC and wireless power
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transmission functions, and features an
NFC-compatible wireless power transmitter
reference design with adaptive antenna tuning
and a demonstrator prototype based on commercial off-the-shelf components (COTS) on a
printed circuit board (PCB).
Application examples of the developed
solution are wireless charging of various
devices and wireless powering of battery-free
sensors with communication and enhanced
power supply via NFC. The block diagram of
the reference design is presented in Figure 3
and the demonstrator prototype in Figure 4.

Future challenges and
opportunities
We are already witnessing an ever-increasing amount of news and product launches
related to devices utilising wireless power.
The mass market penetration starts from
wireless powered mobile phones, but it is
expected to expand to various other devices,
such as mobile phone accessories, tab
devices, remote controls, laptops, computer
LCD screens, TVs, and vehicles. To satisfy
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Figure 4. Demonstrator prototype of the NFC-compatible wireless power transmitter.

the needs of the whole range of devices, the
technology development is targeting power
levels from the few watts of mobile phones
to up to several kilowatts. On the other hand,
more cost efficient and compact solutions
are required, especially for smaller portable
devices. The wireless charging activities at
the NFC Forum will, in the near future, bring
wireless charging and wireless powering features especially to small NFC-enabled devices
such as wrist units, headsets, remote controls,
mouse devices, and sensors.
In addition to R&D activities, the commercialisation of wireless charging over NFC calls
for standardisation activities at the NFC Forum
and amendments to the existing NFC standards, so that they support the implementation
of open charging interfaces that are interoperable regardless of device vendors. This
concerns both NFC devices with a charging
power transmission facility and NFC devices
with a charging power reception facility. This
work is going on in the Wireless Charging Task

Force at the NFC Forum. The first commercial
NFC devices with integrated wireless charging
feature can be expected in 2014–2015.
Standardised wireless charging can also
produce added value for NFC-enabled mobile
phones by auxiliary charging of the phones via
the NFC interface, and wireless charging of
accessories using phones as charging plates.
Even totally new NFC products and applications with novel business models related to
wireless charging can be expected. The wireless charging feature can also increase public
interest in NFC and NFC-enabled products
in general. All this will boost the penetration
of NFC technology to various devices for the
benefit of the users and the NFC community.
NFC-based wireless power is a viable
technology option, but there are several other
wireless power and short-range communication standards and industry alliances that are
fighting to ensure their future share in the huge
consumer electronics market. Each alliance,
with its member companies, promotes its own
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technology and provides compatible devices,
infrastructure, and services to tie users to the
ecosystem. Interoperability between standards is not likely to happen for both technical
and commercial reasons. Presumably, there
will be several overlapping standards in the
future, which will emphasise the importance
of co-existence issues and comprehensive,
cost-efficient, and compact multi-standard
solutions.
In the long run, we expect to see wirelessly
powered devices throughout our daily home
and working environments. It is thus an important opportunity for a research organisation to
take part and develop novel technologies and
concepts to support a future society built on
wireless communication and power.
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Advanced depth camera systems produce
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The introduction of low-cost spatial sensors,
such as depth cameras, accelerometers,
sensors for detection of angular rate and
proximity, and GNSS, has had a major
impact on the development of user interfaces
(smartphones, gaming devices, etc.). At the
same time, these sensors have created new
opportunities for enabling 3D spatial awareness within living and industrial spaces.
For instance, obstacle avoidance and path
planning of autonomously operating vehicles (domestic robots, forklifts, etc.) require
a means of sensing the surrounding threedimensional environment in real time. If this
spatial awareness can be achieved with lowcost sensors, it will provide new opportunities
and markets for robot manufacturers and
companies providing autonomously operating vehicles. Moreover, the same sensors
and methods can be used in 3D scene
reconstruction to, for example, create virtual
models of real environments, which can be
then used in virtual/augmented reality applications.
Spatial awareness technologies can also
be applied in remote monitoring and control
systems for intelligent buildings. They enable
advanced people counting, consumer behavioural pattern analysis, object detection, and
monitoring, which can all be combined to
produce, for example, surveillance and security applications for challenging environments.
VTT has strong competence in the field
of computer vision. For instance, the knowledge related to visual tracking (estimating the
camera pose frame-by-frame using visual
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features detected in the frames) and scene
reconstruction can also be exploited with the
new sensing devices, such as depth cameras.
Because of the computer vision background,
the current work is focused on two main topics, including human tracking and 3D scene
reconstruction using depth cameras assisted
by other sensors. VTT’s main role is to transfer the developed solutions related to these
two topics to the domestic industrial sector.
The goal is to create new business and revenue for the customers, and therefore increase
their competitiveness.

Human tracking based on data
from networked depth cameras
Low-cost depth sensors are nowadays widely
used in video gaming consoles to capture
users’ movements and gestures to control
the game. Depth-sensing technology offers
an intuitive and embodied method of interaction, and it is wireless, unnoticeable, and
affordable. As depth sensors capture the 3D
information from the sensor’s field of view, they
significantly improve the human detection and
tracking algorithms compared to conventional
2D cameras. Nevertheless, several challenges still exist: the humans may be partially
occluded by other humans; external infrared
sources may cause problems to the sensors,
and so on.
Previously expensive depth sensors have
become commodity hardware. The availability and pricing of the technology are attractive
and, in addition to the entertainment, it can
be applied in other application fields where
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Figure 1. Example of people tracking, showing the digital camera view on the left, the corresponding depth camera image in the middle, and the tracked path of the person from a
top-down perspective on the right.

the interest is in human detection and tracking. Examples of this are surveillance, people
safety, crowd management, and people counting.
VTT has developed methods for
detecting and tracking people in indoor
environments using multiple low-cost depth
sensor nodes. In VTT’s solution, depth sensors are connected to low-cost single-board
PCs that perform pre-processing of the depth
image data. The nodes are networked, and
a centralised server implements the sensor
fusion and event generation procedures. The
use of multiple depth sensors helps to minimise the occlusion problems and to increase
the tracking area. The solution is based on
freely available open source image processing and robotics libraries, as well as custom
algorithms. An example of a people tracking result with one depth camera module is
shown in Figure 1.
VTT’s research results are currently being
used in, for example, the Finnish Nature
Centre Haltia, where the visitors are shown
changing digital content depending on where
and how they move in the exhibition area.
Other real-life applications include people
counting applications in smart buildings, and
detecting events like an elderly person falling,
in people safety applications. VTT’s research
is conducted in close co-operation with the
European computer vision industry.
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Accurate 3D scene reconstruction
of complex indoor spaces
The recent developments in depth sensor
technology enable new possibilities in the field
of 3D reconstruction. Nowadays, it is even
possible to reconstruct geometrically precise,
3D models of a physical scene in real time,
using additional sensors [1]. A few examples
of such reconstructions are shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3. The major challenge in the
3D reconstruction is to be able to track the
pose of the depth sensor accurately in all six
degrees of freedom as it moves in the scene.
To estimate the depth sensor movement,
additional information sources can also be utilised. For instance, a mobile robot equipped
with a depth sensor often also has wheel
encoders to estimate the travelled distance
and angular rate sensors to track changes in
orientation. These additional sources can be
used to provide a prior estimate of the camera
pose change from one depth image frame to
another, which is then used in the process of
aligning the 3D point clouds created from the
raw depth image frames. The process of aligning these point clouds into a globally consistent
model is called registration. A wide variety of
registration methods can be used, including
several variants of the Iterative Closed Point
(ICP) and the Normal Distributions Transform
algorithms to name a few. As a result of this
registration process, the prior camera pose
estimate can also be refined. The refined pose
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Figure 2. 3D reconstruction of a sleeping
baby, based on depth camera data
recorded in a dark room.

estimate can be further fed back to the assisting sensors to, for example, estimate zero bias
in the angular rate measurements or to detect
wheel slippage in the case of wheel encoders.
After the pairwise registration of the input
point clouds, the resulting concatenated point
cloud can be refined further by performing
global optimization and loop closure detection. Additional steps may also include the
creation of a multi-resolution map structure
that represents the data as a 3D occupancy
grid describing the environment as free, occupied, and unknown areas [2]. Many methods
have also been developed to create a regular
and continuous (triangular) mesh representation from the point cloud.
VTT has developed methods for reconstructing 3D models of indoor spaces to be
renovated. The reconstructed 3D model is
used to estimate the physical dimensions and
limitations of the space when choosing new
machinery in technical facilities. The low-cost
depth sensors and registration methods can
also be used to create geometry-aware augmented reality applications and physics-based
interactions. 3D scene reconstruction is also

Figure 3. 3D reconstruction of an office
room, based on depth sensor data. The
aligned RGB image frames are used to
combine the colour information in the
scene.

an important prerequisite for autonomous
machines to be able to operate safely in complex indoor environments (to avoid collisions
with furniture, humans, and to tackle uneven
surfaces etc.).

Towards everyday situational and
spatial awareness
Despite the wide range of opportunities offered
by the new low-cost spatial sensors, the commercial use cases still concentrate mainly on
applications developed by the gaming and
entertainment industry. However, this situation
is likely to change in the near future, and the
new innovations will affect the way humans
and machines interact in everyday life.
Already now, remarkable efforts have
been carried out in this field to create common
knowledge bases with state-of-the-art algorithms available for free for commercial and
research use. These knowledge bases include
PCL [3], ROS [4], and OpenCV [5], to name
just a few. The open source projects are being
developed by a large number of engineers
and scientists from many different organisations, geographically distributed all around the
world. VTT represents Finland in this global
community of excellence. Our role is both to
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contribute to these open source knowledge
bases and to commercialise the innovations
built on top of them.
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Mixing realities for work and fun
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Augmented reality (AR) involves superimposing virtual objects on the user’s view of the
real world, providing novel ways of visualisation for a wide range of application areas. In
augmented reality, camera-captured views
from real-world environments are enriched
(augmented) with digital 3D objects and
effects in real time. The challenges for the
speed, accuracy, and quality of the augmentation can be understood when comparing
the effort needed for producing special effects
for movies.
Augmented reality has been predicted to
be one of the most likely areas of innovation
to alter research, fields of industry, and even
the way we live our lives. Many of today’s
AR applications have been known for more
than 15 years, but the technology (processing power, camera and display technologies,
etc.) has just recently matured to a level that
makes it feasible for practical use.
Taking advantage of today’s low-cost
mobile devices and networks, together with
advances in the required camera tracking
software, augmented reality has started to
show commercial success in the last couple of years. VTT has contributed to the AR
research among the frontrunners in the world,
over the years developing various first-of-akind AR solutions and software technology,
for consumers and industry alike.

A basis for augmenting reality –
tracking and rendering
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tion and view direction relative to the scene.
Using only sensors (e.g. gyro-compass) and
some positioning methods (e.g. WLAN) for
camera tracking is too inaccurate in practice.
An often used method to reach good tracking accuracy is to detect the 3D positions of
graphical “markers” from the camera view.
However, this presumes that the markers can
be placed a priori in the environment, and
that their visibility does not unduly disturb the
user.
Instead of markers, a more elegant – and
demanding – solution is offered by featurebased tracking. This is based on the detection
of distinctive natural features of the scene
from various viewpoints, which – after various
filtering and matching processes – results in
a set of representative feature points in three
dimensions (a so-called point cloud). These
3D feature points are then used for rendering
the augmented information without the need
for artificial markers.
Further technical challenges for augmented reality are found in the rendering of
3D objects. Compared to traditional computer graphics applications, such as games,
speed requirements in AR are even harder, as
the rendering has to run in parallel with camera tracking, and on mobile devices as well.
In addition, to make the rendering look natural, the lighting properties of the 3D objects
should be adjusted to real-world conditions,
as light direction, intensity, and so on.

Augmenting real-world scenes with 3D
objects requires tracking the camera’s posi-
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An open source library for creation
of Augmented Reality applications
– ALVAR
In the OPENS programme, VTT has developed the above-mentioned technical enablers
for augmented reality. Many of them are now
included in the ALVAR (A Library for Virtual
and Augmented Reality) toolkit and its mobile
versions. The ALVAR software library offers
high-level tools and methods for creating
basic augmented reality applications with just
a few lines of code. As the library also includes
user interfaces for all of the tools and methods, it is possible for the user to develop their
own solutions using alternative approaches or
completely new algorithms; see http://virtual.
vtt.fi/virtual/proj2/multimedia/alvar.
As the main result in the OPENS programme, the desktop version of ALVAR was
developed to a level that enabled its publication as open source in spring 2012, thus
promoting the wider acceptance of augmented reality solutions among developers
and end-users. Today, ALVAR has over a thousand users worldwide, including, for example,
the game developer community around
Columbia University’s Goblin XNA. Among
commercial companies, the world’s largest
data glass manufacturer, Vuzix Inc., has integrated ALVAR into its products.
ALVAR Desktop is currently provided for
Windows and Linux operating systems. Furthermore, the ALVAR Mobile SDK for iOS,
Android, Symbian, Maemo, Flash, and Silverlight platforms, as well as the ALVAR Render
engine, is available for VTT’s project work, and
for adoption by commercial partners.

Applications from augmented
media content to city planning
Augmented reality related projects in the
OPENS programme have enabled implementation of AR in real applications, thus gaining
visibility and development projects among
new customer segments and audiences. The
first real applications have mainly been those
for hybrid and mobile media using 2D markers,
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Figure 1. Dibidogs augmented in TV magazines (image courtesy of Aller Media Oy).

while methods for markerless (feature-based)
tracking have also been experimented with
and applied, especially for outdoors applications. Below, some example cases are
presented.
In co-operation with VTT, Aller Media Oy
was the first in Scandinavia to publish AR
magazine content in their Katso, Seiska, and
Elle magazines in 2010–2011. Aller’s augmented promotions for the Dibidogs TV series
and Veijarit & Vares movies offered thousands
of Finns their first encounters with AR. See
Figure 1.
For interior design, the VividAR solution
by VividWorks Oy enables consumers to try
out virtual 3D furniture within photos of their
home interiors. The VividAR application is
available for free download on the web pages
of various furniture manufacturers and stores,
such as Vepsäläinen and Laulumaa in Finland,
and many others abroad. See Figure 2.
Supporting mobile users with architectural visualisations outdoors has been one of
the most studied areas of augmented reality
at VTT. Using markerless tracking technology
on mobile phones and tablets, VTT, together
with FCG Oy, was the first in the world to bring
mobile AR to actual decision-makers in the
city planning process, in the Raseborg Billnäs
(2011) and Helsinki Jätkäsaari (2012) cases.
See Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Virtual furniture augmenting a real room/environment (image courtesy of VividWorks Oy).

Figure 3. Billnäs city plans, augmented on mobile phones (images courtesy of FCG Oy).

Future applications require new
camera tracking solutions
Unobtrusive markerless solutions for the
augmentation of real-world scenes with 3D
objects will be required more and more in
the future, as graphical markers are, in many
cases, not desirable (e.g. for artistic reasons)
or feasible (e.g. outdoors). On the other hand,
feature-based tracking still requires a lot of
research on object recognition, classification,
and search methods to identify the scene or
product reliably, and to create the desired virtual overlay (augmentation).
As one part of the research for tracking
methods, OPENS has promoted the take-up
of 3D depth sensing methods, and especially
the use of Kinect types of sensors, which have
meant an abrupt leap in the development of

machine-vision-related applications. This is
due to the reliability that depth sensing devices
have brought to scene analysis. In addition to
augmented reality, video image analysis and
depth sensing knowledge have also served
VTT research in many other application areas,
such as in multi-modal user interaction and
security surveillance.

Discussion – future research in AR
During the past 12 years, VTT has developed
a large number of AR applications, such as virtual furnishing, architectural visualisation, data
visualisation for process industries, enhancing of printed media (hybrid media) with digital
information, and various entertainment and
game applications. Developing the ALVAR
toolkit and demonstrating it in new applica-
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Related publications
A new application area enabled by
augmented reality technologies is telepresence, which combines virtual and
camera-captured images of the users
in a shared meeting space (e.g. Second
Life, see Figure 4) with various so-called
Mirror World applications, where various
3D-modelled images of the real world
(e.g. terrain and city models) are enriched
by information being captured or measured from the real world. Some examples
of VTT research in this area can already
be seen at www.vtt.fi/multimedia.

Augmented reality interaction between
real people and a Second Life avatar.

tions have strengthened VTT’s position in
research and business, not only in Finland but
internationally as well.
Producing camera tracking solutions for
mobile AR has been one of the main objectives
in AR-related OPENS projects. More generally,
3D tracking of the features of a scene can be
used even for indoor positioning, for example,
for building maintenance and industrial facility
management applications. The same algorithms can also be used for 3D reconstruction
of the environment in urban environments, as
well as for object recognition for navigation
and game applications, for example.
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Capturing movement for interaction
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Interacting with computers in various ways is
part of everyday life for most of us. The field
has already reached the point where improving and integrating existing technologies, and
even more so, the successful mainstream
penetration of new products, rely heavily on
their ease of use. Human-computer interaction
(HCI) is a multidisciplinary field of science that
aims to develop natural interaction techniques
and methods to enable versatile interaction
with technology, using human capabilities and
limitations as a starting point.
We have studied depth sensing technologies and HCI systems by developing and
using both a gesture-based interface, where
users can manipulate virtual objects appearing on a display by moving their hands, and a
projected user interface (UI), where users can
directly manipulate the projected images by
touching them, or use their fingers as mouselike pointers.
Gesture interaction has been a subject
of research for a long time. There are plenty
of examples of camera [1], wearable sensor
[2], and some other device [3] based gesture
interaction systems. The new trend in gesture
interfaces is to use affordable depth cameras
to provide information on the world in three
dimensions and to measure the distance of
every world point to the sensor. Depth sensing technologies enable the creation of natural
and tangible interactive user interfaces for projected interfaces as well [4, 5].
The pricing of depth sensors, such as
Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion PRO, has
dropped dramatically in the past couple of
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years, in many cases near to webcam levels, and this enables their use as interaction
enablers in different applications. Application
areas can range from consumer-level entertainment solutions at home to larger-scale
public displays, smart buildings, and even
locations like hospitals, where interaction via
physical touch might not be preferred. Utilisation of depth sensors is changing the face
of human-computer interaction, but research
is required to find the best interaction methodologies and principles of user interface
design.
The use of depth sensors in HCI applications has multiple benefits over 2D cameras,
to which they are most commonly compared.
They work well in a wide range of lighting conditions, even in complete darkness. Object
detection is more straight-forward and reliable
than with bare colour information, and unlike
with 2D cameras, shadows cannot be mistaken for objects. They can also be easily used
to handle occlusion – one object partially or
completely covering another – which again has
traditionally been a severe Achilles’ heel for 2D
cameras. Depth sensors are unobtrusive, and
as they do not provide actual photographic
information, any potential privacy issues can
be more easily handled. Figure 1 summarises
the benefits of depths sensors over 2D cameras.
Depth-sensor-based interaction systems
can be used individually or they can be combined, modified, added to, and used in both
real and virtual spaces (e.g. for natural use of
the body as an interaction element in virtual
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Better
performance in
different lighting
conditions, even
in darkness
Better detection
of occluded,
transparent and
reflecting
objects

Reliable object
detection,
shadows cannot
be mistaken for
objects

Benefits of
depth
sensors over
as
2D cameras

Unobstrusive, no
photographic
information needed:
easier handling of
privacy issues

They can detect
objects, their
dimensions and
3D positions

Figure 1. Main benefits of depth sensors over 2D cameras.

reality). The aim of this development is to find
computer interaction methods that are not
only novel and usable, but also useful and
natural – pushing down the learning curve and
minimising the initial frustrations of user trial
and error.

Using human gestures in a natural
user interface to manipulate
objects
As camera-based gesture recognition has
been widely studied, there are plenty of good
reviews on camera-based methods that can be
found, for example in [1] and [6]. Some recent
advances in depth-sensor-based gesture recognition are reported in [7]. Depth sensing is
already used as an input modality in, for example, some virtual reality (VR) environments
[8], large public displays [9], and interactive
presentation technologies [10]. Gestures
for interaction can be performed either with
hands and arms or fingers, depending on the
purpose of use. Even though gestures are in
many ways a very natural method of interac-
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tion, the design of hand movements needs to
seriously consider ergonomic aspects as well,
as over time they can cause serious fatigue to
the user [11].
We demonstrated a basic gesture-based
control scheme with a gesture-controlled application, in which the user could create, pick up,
move, scale, and rotate 3D objects representing pieces of furniture, and arrange them in
a virtual space in the manner of their choosing (Figure 2). This demonstration focused
on testing how different gestures mapped to
different tasks performed by the user in the
virtual space, aiming for a public display with
little or no guidance to the untrained users. It
was developed in cooperation with a Finnish
industry partner that works in the field of interior design and decoration.
The gesture interface was implemented
using a Microsoft Kinect sensor and Kinect
SDK, which includes an API for the depth sensor, as well as a skeleton tracking library for
tracking the human skeleton and creating the
skeleton model. The skeleton model of a per-
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the gesture interface for furnishing a real room virtually.

son contains the major skeletal joints of the
human body and their relation to one another,
tracked over time and optimally fitted into the
3D volume that the software automatically
recognises as a human body (visualised in the
upper left corner of Figure 2).
The software that VTT has developed
detects and visualises multiple simultaneous
users in front of the sensor, but gives control
of the scene to only one of them at a time. Different functions and gestures can be mapped
to left and right hands simultaneously (e.g.
create, pick up, and manipulate items with the
left hand using swipes and simulated button
pushes, choose a function for the left hand,
or change the background by hovering the
right hand above a button for a set amount
of time, as visualised by a red progress bar).
See Figure 2 for a screenshot of the program
in use. In the figure, the user is virtually furnish-

ing the real room displayed as background.
The object being manipulated is a chair surrounded by a white box, and the selected
activity is rotate (outlined by a red box).
The object under manipulation is a chair
surrounded by a white box, and the selected
activity is rotate (outlined by a red box in the
list on the right). The red lines are virtual hand
extensions that allow the user to easily reach
objects that are located further away in the
virtual scene, and to interact with the UI components.
In the screenshot, two red lines can be
seen extending from the user’s hands. These
are called virtual hand extensions, or ray cast
lines, which is a technique to enable the user
to easily reach objects that are located further
away in the virtual scene. Using them, large
arm movements, which would otherwise
quickly tire the user, are kept to a minimum,
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even when reaching for the over-head UI components. Scene manipulation happens via the
red squares at the end of each hand extension line. The user is rendered in the scene in
order to get their attention – they appear in the
virtual space as soon as they happen to walk
past the sensor – an important aspect for a
potential public space installation.
It was quickly noted that allowing full
3-dimensional movement and rotation in this
kind of setup requires a lot of concentration
from the user and results in less than precise
control over the objects, as movements are
not mapped 1-to-1 (e.g. sweep-to-rotate
vs. actually taking hold of a physical object
and rotating it). That is why all the objects
are bound to the floor of the virtual scene,
and their rotation is only allowed around their
y-axis; that is to say, for example, a table cannot be flipped over, it can only be rotated in
a “normal” fashion. Scaling works similarly
via up/down sweeps, mapped to scale up
and down, respectively. Moving the object is
only possible over the floor plane of the virtual scene. Here it was found, through user
feedback, that it was more “natural” to move
the objects along the depth (Z) axis by vertical
motion of one’s hand (Y).
Only one method of manipulation (rotation, scaling, etc.) can be activated at a time,
using the right-hand button interface. This
way, a single set of hand gestures could be
dedicated for all manipulative functions, both
to make the program easier to learn, and to
focus on one gesture at a time. Similarly to
the restrictions of freedoms of movement, it
was discovered through user testing that the
use of 3-dimensional hand gestures actually made the program much more difficult
to use for the average user. It might seem,
for example, that to push a button, the most
natural gesture would be to push one’s hand
towards the UI component to mimic an
actual button press. This might be the case,
were the button actually right in front of the
user, but when manipulating a virtual scene
on an image shown or projected away from
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the user, the direction and accuracy of the
button presses suffered greatly. It also led
to several false button presses, because as
the user is expected to move around when
using the program, they would eventually end
up gesturing, not exactly towards the scene,
but rather at an angle where simple sideways
motion could be mistakenly interpreted as a
click gesture. Indeed, simply hovering one’s
hand over the required UI element resulted
in the most positive response, when coupled
with a visual indication that something was
happening (e.g. a bright-coloured progress
bar around the button).
Gesture recognition is often performed by
using classifiers, for which you have to teach
the classifier certain features to correspond
to certain gestures. This is very troublesome
work and we wanted to avoid using classifiers
and created rule-based gestures relying on the
skeleton model in order to create a platform
where we can quickly prototype the gesture
interface.

An interactive user interface can
be projected onto a surface
As projectors and depth sensors get smaller
and cheaper, they open new possibilities for
interaction by projecting a UI onto a surface
and enabling interaction with the depth sensor. Projected UIs can be implemented on
any available surface, such as tables, walls,
sides of an object, or even a human arm and
hand. As depth sensors can see distances in
their surroundings, they can also detect when
an object is approaching or touching another
object, or when it enters a certain volume
of space. Using a depth sensor, interaction
can take place on any available surface [12]
or even just in its immediate vicinity “in the
air”. The user can either touch a surface/
object to elicit an action, or there can be a
UI that is projected onto the surface/object
that the user can manipulate. One trend
has been to study projected interfaces for
personal use, as in the Omnitouch project
[13], or to enlarge small displays of per-
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Figure 3. Projected video player. The user can choose to play one of the 4 video clips
by clicking it on the UI projected onto the wall. The blue circle in the front image is the
cursor that the user moves along with their finger. When the click is detected, the cursor
turns red and the video starts to play.

sonal devices via projection, as in the Mozilla
Seabird project (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oG3tLxEQEdg). It should be kept in
mind that the usability of (personal) projected
user interfaces might not be that straight-forward in every situation, as especially in public
spaces, privacy issues and questions over
what is appropriate may arise [14].
To demonstrate a projected user interface, we created a video player with which
the user could use their finger as a mouse
and click one of the four videos shown in the
projection in order to begin its playback (Figure 3). The main idea was to project a user
interface onto a flat surface and let the user
control the UI with their finger as a mouse.
The projection was a front projection and the
depth sensor (ASUS Xtion PRO) was placed
on top of the projector.
The depth sensor detects the plane (the
surface on which the projection UI is) and

the user’s hand and fingers, and can then
estimate the distance between the user’s
fingers and the control surface. The hand is
detected from the depth data simply by clustering all “new” objects over a pre-computed
background model. Sufficiently large objects
are determined to be hands, and they are
scanned for thin, long protrusions that, in
turn, are declared fingers. The tip of the finger is chosen as the point furthest away from
the centre of mass of the hand object. Later,
this algorithm is planned to be adjusted for a
portable system, where a static background
model is no longer possible. At that point, the
finger shapes will be detected directly from
a depth gradient image calculated from the
depth image (see the Omnitouch system for
similar implementation [14]).
A “touch” on the projected UI surface is
detected if the distance from the back of the
finger is closer than a predefined threshold.
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Figure 4. On the screen in the front: illustration of hand and finger detection; on the
screen in the back: illustration of surface touch detection. The hand and fingers and
the touch detection enable the use of a finger as the mouse cursor over the projected
display.

We used 2 cm as a threshold. In Figure 4,
the hand/finger recognition result is shown,
as well as the touch detection, visualised as
a green continuous line drawn to where the
finger has slid along the surface.
This approach to detecting fingers also
allows the user to use, for example, something
like a pen as a “finger”, dragging and tapping
it just as they would with a mouse (or indeed
their finger).
The video player UI application was created to demonstrate the case of a finger
replacing a mouse. The default mouse cursor was replaced with a larger one, so that it
would not be hidden behind the fingertip and
the user could see a visual response to their
actions in the UI when touching the wall. The
cursor was also modified so that, when the
finger was close enough to the surface and
thus performing a click, the colour of the cursor changes briefly, indicating that a click has
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been registered. A click on a video will start
playback. Another click outside the video will
stop it.
There are a few remarks on using the finger as a mouse on a projected interface. First,
the UI has to give some kind of feedback to
the user on the performed action – one of the
main principles in UI design. That is the reason
why the bigger cursor and the colour indication of the click were introduced. If the user
taps the wall and does not know whether the
action is taken or not, the overall experience
is quite poor. Second, although the pointing
and tapping is a very natural way to perform
interactions, the application and its UI have to
be designed so that the items to be interacted
with are large enough. The detection of tapping tiny objects, smaller than the fingertip, is
not easy.
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Ubiquitous digital content requires
new methods to manipulate and
control
Augmented reality applications and future
emerging mobile trends, such as different
head-up displays (HUDs) such as Google
Glasses and holographic interfaces, require
new types of non-touch interaction methods
for digital object manipulation, as in many of
the cases, there is no possibility to use de
facto methods (e.g. a mouse). Depth sensors are one way to provide the natural UIs in
an evolving digital environment, as they have
proven to be powerful tools for improved natural human-computer interaction, by enabling
new ways to operate computer programs and
applications.
The research with gestures and depth
sensors is advancing fast, and to be in the
forefront of development requires research
effort now. The focus on research is turning
more towards small-sized micro-gestures that
are more natural to use and do not require
large movements of arms and hands. The
number of sensor manufacturers releasing
their own hardware is increasing (Asus, SoftKinetic, PCM, Panasonic etc.), and many of
them have even seen it wise to follow design
guidelines that allow sensors from different
manufacturers to be used in the same system
with no, or minimal, software changes.
Although many of the sensor manufacturers provide software interfaces for gesture
input, it is still necessary to think carefully how
to design the interaction and gestures of natural user interfaces. The gestural interfaces are
still waiting for their breakthrough in everyday
HCI.
Currently, Samsung’s Galaxy Beam
mobile phone has a small-sized pico projector built in, and with a miniaturised depth
sensor, interaction with a projected UI could
take place anywhere. The future LED lighting
in homes and offices can offer UI projections
and interaction via depth sensing anywhere,
when required. Miniaturising of depth sensors
and falling prices will enable the use of these

sensors in variety of places. In the future, they
can be built within walls to create potentially
interactive objects and walls.
As different technology fields develop fast
and integrate information technology deeper
into our lives, there will be more cases where
natural interaction is required. This will open
up new opportunities for depth sensing and
gestures.
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Impacts of OPENS 2009-2012
Inputs
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• Volume of the programme 38 million euros, roughly 9.5 M€ per year
• Programme incorporated ca. 100 projects
• Roughly 300 person years

Outputs

• 112 invention reports, 12 patents and applications
• Altogether 276 technical and scientific publications (59 international peerreviewed scientific journal papers, 206 international conference publications,
13 VTT publications)
• Media coverage in national professional and general media, more than 30 news
hits, columns and feature articles in major national media
• Three start-up companies (Adfore, Hookie and SixStarz)
• Solutions and technologies of novel UI and context sensitive functions
• The volume of VTT’s annual contract work quadrupled from 500 k€ to 2000 k€
during the programme.
• OPENS was instrumental in forming the European Internet of Things Alliance
(EIoTA), an alliance fostering EU and Japan cooperation

Examples

• Solutions and technologies for companies, including mobile applications,
industrial sensor systems, state-of-the-art software implementations of novel
user interface and context sensitive functions
• Two major software libraries for augmented reality and context awareness
• Development of Smart M3 semantic interoperability framework developed with
industrial and academic partners
• Proof of concept for wireless charging using NFC technology and initiating
standardisation of the technology with industrial partners

People &
networks

• More than 100 researchers, business development and IPR specialists from
VTT and ca. 300 from stakeholders
• International cooperation in more than 25 EU, ITEA, Celtic, and ARTEMIS
projects
• European industry partners include Accenture, Bosch, Daimler Benz, EADS,
Ericsson, TU Eindhoven, FhG, Fiat, Philips, SAP, Siemens, STEricsson, Telefonica, Thales, University of Bologna, WUT Warsaw University of Technology
• Partnership with University of Tokyo was established
• Long term cooperation between VTT and ETRI in Korea
• Steering Group: Tatu Koljonen (Chair), Anne Ritschkoff, Jorma Lammasniemi,
Jussi Paakkari, Seija Sihvonen, Petteri Alahuhta, Petri Kalliokoski, Caj Södergård
• Coreteam: Heikki Ailisto (Programme Manager), Marko Jurvansuu (Customers),
Timo Koivumäki (Business plan, IPR)

Award
examples

• ARTEMIS Exhibition award at the Artemis Autumn Event Exhibition during the
Artemis/ITEA2 Co-Summit 2009 for SOFIA project.
• The 2009 gold ITEA Achievement Award went to the SmartTouch project for its
outstanding contribution to the programme of ITEA 2 - the EUREKA Cluster for
Software-intensive Systems and Services (SiSS).
• UseNet project won the ITEA Achievement Silver Award 2011 for the development of M2M Internet thus increasing the size of potential market for M2M
deployments. UseNet has delivered an open architecture and has been very
active in the new ETSI M2M TC standard.
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